
 

1) The role of NGO (Penang Heritage Trust) in getting George Town nominated as 

UNESCO World Heritage site  

  

Since 1970's, the Penang state governments has planned to modernize George Town & tried to 

model the city planning after Singapore & Hong Kong.  Many old buildings & traditional shop-

houses gave way to high rise buildings & shopping centres with increasing traffic congestions 

and outflow of residents to the suburbs. Seeing the loss of important city landmarks 

& living heritage, Penang Heritage Trust was established in 1986 with the mission the save the 

old city from further destruction & raise public awareness about the importance of conserving 

the heritage of George Town. After more than 20 years of struggles, persuasions & affirmative 

actions, the efforts of NGO's have made George Town recognised as a important 

cultural landmark to be preserved and be listed as a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2008.   

  

2) The Pre-War Japanese community in Penang  ペナンにおける戦前日本人社会 

  

During the Meiji period, many Japanese moved to overseas to look for better living. One of their 

landing places was Penang which was a thriving trading seaport (国際貿易港) at that 

time.   Waves of Japanese immigrants & traders set up their base in Penang and a small Japanese 

quarter (日本人町）started to form in the heart of the city.  In the early days, the Japanese in 

Penang were mainly dominated by the Karayuki-san serving the sailors and locals but as 

time progressed, the profile of the Japanese population shifted more to professional skilled 

workers like barbers, photographers, dentists and the traders. They contributed significantly to 

the growth of the local economy but a few years before the outbreak of the 2nd World War and 

subsequent invasion by Japanese army in 1941, many of these innocent Japanese residents 



were unfortunately been blamed for the atrocity and their numbers started to reduce. The entire 

Japanese community disappeared from Penang immediately after the war. 
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